SAAACA Mpumalanga
Procedure for Processing a New Member
An Interested Person Wants to Become a Member
He heard of
SAAACA MP from a
friend

He found SAAACA
MP website on the
internet

He found SAAACA
MP Flyer at a local
gun shop

He Found SAAACA
MP flyer at an
auction

He was introduced
to SAAACA MP by a
member

Complete "Membership Application Form" (SAAACA Form MP‐02)
on reverse of Flyer or down load from www.SAAACAMP.CO.ZA
The Applicant completes "Membership Application Form"

Forward completed application form (SAAACA Form MP‐02)
to secretary@saaacamp.co.za
Secretary gives feedback to
applicant and confirms if
more information is required,
and if the applicant can
continue with the application
process

Secretary checks application and queries any omissions with applicant, invoices the
applicant for processing fee and logs Ref Number on the "Application Database"

Applicant pays the application processing fee of
R200 into SAAACA account
Secretary confirms payment and forwards application to
Exco for review and preliminary approval

App

At least 3 members of Exco should positively support the application and feedback to

Application

The Secretary informs the applicant and issues his membership number, and issues him
the "Detailed Questionnaire" (SAAACA Form MP‐04) and invoice the applicant now a new
member for annual subs

The applicant pays annual subs and completes the detailed questionnaire and returns
this to the Secretary.

The Secretary forwards the "Detailed Questionnaire" to the Chairman once Subs are paid, the Chairman reviews the
applicants detailed questionnaire. Should there be any concerns or further requirement, the Chairman will arrange a
formal Interview with the applicant, comprising of at least two members of the Exco.

Once

The interview committee give feedback to the Chairman, the Chairman finalises the approval of the new member. The
Chairman confirms "Field of Interest" and "Themes" of collection and signs off the "Detailed Questionnaire" and
instructs the Secretary accordingly.

The Secretary updates the "SAAACA Members", the "NAACCSA Annual Submission", the "SAPS CFR Annual Submission"
database's and adds the new members details, including "Field of Interest" and "Themes". The Secretary prepares the
membership certificate and arranges for this to be issued to the new member. The Secretary scans final documents and
saves under the members folder on SAAACA disk.

The Secretary contacts the member and informs him of his Category, and that his Membership Certificate is ready. The
secretary also informs the new member on the website, his member log in, where the year planner is located and where
to find relevant SAAACA documents. The Certificate is valid until the beginning of the next financial year and will be re‐

At the next Opportunity, the Chairman, Secretary of available Exco member welcomes
the new member and formally issues him with his certificate.
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